
Melbourne Health is one of Australia’s leading public healthcare providers, delivering services through the 
Royal Melbourne Hospital, Australia’s preeminent hospitals, NorthWestern Mental Health, the largest mental 
health provider in Victoria, and the internationally renowned Victorian Infectious Diseases Reference Laboratory 
(VIDRL). 

In preparation for implementing an (EMR) electronic medical records system, Melbourne Health strove to 
improve Wi-Fi network speed and output capabilities across the hospital. Melbourne Health aimed to enhance 
voice and data performance across every communications platform throughout the Hospital Campus to 
streamline critical communications further.
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PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

Improve Wi-Fi Performance to improve 
management communications across all areas. 
Streamline fast and efficient medication 
management updates and call connectivity.
Improve the output with device connections.
Ensure EMR rollout was smooth from a wireless 
network perspective.
Heatmap reporting for the entire hospital to 
ensure better communication between project 
management staff and the IT department.
Creating a base report for all departments to 
reference.  

SAVING THOUSANDS ON YOUR ENTERPRISE WIRELESS NETWORK
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SOLUTION

With the assistance of Liveport, Melbourne Health’s communications team was able to relocate and redeploy wireless 
access points across several different locations, including the Jane Bell House, Royal Melbourne Health City Campus, Royal 
Park and Remote sites. Liveport noticed that the overabundance of wireless access points was one of the most significant 
issues for this property.  To resolve this, Liveport turned every wireless access point down to ¼ its power to stop RF overlap. 
The remaining wireless access points were manually tuned for channel selection and power output, resulting in excellent 
coverage, including high-quality voice and data performance, removal of co-channel interference, and the elimination of 
weak connection spots. 

After Liveport’s network requirements were implemented, the highly anticipated EMR was rolled out by the Royal Melbourne 
Hospital. Since the rollout, the hospital has experienced no significant PoC devices or clinical-grade network issues.  Voice 
and data networks, including medication management updates and call connectivity integration, have been supported by 
Wi-Fi. 

“Having a stable network backed by ample and broad coverage in all areas of the hospital enabled the successful rollout,” 
said Alan Napier, project director of the Royal Melbourne Hospital. “If the rollout had not been successful, the organisation 
would have likely spent approximately $50,000+ per month on labour costs.”  
  
Liveport has also spent most of its time educating project managers, executives and IT staff on how wireless networks 
should be approached when implementing new areas.  This education has ensured that any further upgrades or significant 
changes to the wireless network will be consulted first by Liveport to ensure no money is wasted and that it will work 
perfectly the first time.

CHALLENGE

Serving a population base of more than one million Melbourne 
citizens and regional and rural Victorians and interstate 
patients, Melbourne Health recognised the importance of 
high-speed coverage to improve patient communications and 
critical response times. But as a complex building, Melbourne 
Health understood that improving Wi-Fi access points 
and configurations is not a simple matter of placing more 
Wireless Access points and auto-configuring Wireless LAN 
Controllers. The hospital desired a comprehensive solution 
that could develop and implement a network coverage plan 
that was consistent across all areas of the hospital and ensure 
smooth operations throughout the implementation of its EMR, 
which rolled out over 1,600 Point of Care (PoC) Devices and 
installed 915 wireless access points in three locations.  

The hospital ultimately selected Liveport for its exceptionally 
professional and efficient site surveys to provide predictive 
and accurate wireless analysis. Liveport aided Melbourne 
Health in identifying network issues, including finding an 
overabundance of installed wireless access points, which 
impacted the ability of the WLC to manage the power output and therefore caused staff devices’ to drop out and reconnect. 
Due to the overabundance of wireless access points, Liveport found that staff devices were constantly dealing with connectivity 
issues. Too many wireless access points in an area created co-channel interference, further complicating device roaming and 
handoff abilities for devices that attempted to connect.  
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“IF THE ROLLOUT HAD NOT BEEN SUCCESSFUL, THE ORGANISATION WOULD HAVE LIKELY 
SPENT APPROXIMATELY $50,000+ PER MONTH ON LABOUR COSTS.” 


